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Figure 4
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I! fast path, executed on every check
410 __'___ nChe0k--;

420 up“ if (fiChéC/(vi 0) goto targetcheckmg; II we were in checking code and stay there

I! fail-through to remainder of check, executed infrequently
nCheck= 1;

nlnstr= n/nstrat
goto targetinstmmemed;

ff transition from checking to instrumented code

440 ~~}
450 -~ W51";

.

.

if (HI/75ft’? 0) goto targetmstmmemed; I! we were in lnstrumented code and stay there

460 ~—--- nCheck= nChecko;

goto targetcheckmgg

ll transition from instrumented to checking code
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1600

V
1010 W. I/?nd reveise post-order numbering for non-terminals
int next = nRules;

function doNumbering = tambda(NonTerminal A){

if(have not yet wsited A){
f0r(each chiid B of A)

doNumbering(B);

next--;
A.index = next;

}
deNumbering(S);
102%

l/?nd uses for nonwterminals, initialize 003d Uses to uses

f0r(each non-terminal A)
A‘uses = AeoldUses e 0;
Buses = S.coldUses = 1;

~ for(each non-terminal A, ascending order of A.index)

fer(each child 8 or A)
Buses = B.cotdUses = (Buses + A.uses);

1030*

l/?nd hot nonsterminals

for(each non-terminal A, ascending order of A.index){
Aheat = wA3ength * AeoldUses;

fHot = minLen<=Alength<=maxLen && H<#A.heat;

if(fHot)

reportHotDataStreamMA, Aheat);

subtract == fHot ? Asses : (A.uses~A.coldUses);

for(each child 8 of A)
B.coldUses = B.coldUses - subtract;
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DYNAMIC TEMPORAL OPTIMIZATION
FRAMEWORK

Quantifying And Exploiting Data Reference Locality,” Pro
ceedings Of The ACM SIGPLAN ’01 Conference On Pro

gramming Language Design And Implementation (June
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

[0001]

This a divisional of US. patent application Ser. No.

10/305,056, ?led Nov. 25, 2002, Which application is incor
porated herein in its entirety.
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to temporal pro?ling
and memory access optimiZation of computer programs, and

particularly for dynamic optimization during program
execution.

2001); and S. Rubin, R. Bodik and T. Chilimbi, “An Ef?cient

Pro?le-Analysis Framework For Data-Layout OptimiZa
tions,” Principles Of Programming Languages, POPL ’02
(January 2002).) These hot data streams can be prefetched
accurately since they repeat frequently in the same order and

thus are predictable. They are long enough (15-20 object
references on average) so that they can be prefetched ahead
of use in a timely manner.

[0006]

In prior Work, Chilimbi instrumented a program to

collect the trace of its data memory references; then used a

compression technique called Sequitur to process the trace
off-line and extract hot data streams. (See, T. M. Chilimbi,

BACKGROUND

“E?icient Representations And Abstractions For Quantify

ing And Exploiting Data Reference Locality,” Proceedings
Of The ACM SIGPLAN ’01 Conference On Programming

[0003] With processor speed increasing much more rap
idly than memory access speed, there is a groWing perfor

Language Design And Implementation (June 2001).)

mance gap between processor and memory in computers.

Chilimbi further demonstrated that these hot data streams

More particularly, processor speed continues to adhere to

are fairly stable across program inputs and could serve as the

Moore’s laW (approximately doubling every 18 months). By

basis for an off-line static prefetching scheme. (See, T. M.

Chilimbi, “On The Stability Of Temporal Data Reference

comparison memory access speed has been increasing at the
relatively glacial rate of 10% per year. Consequently, there
is a rapidly groWing processor-memory performance gap.
Computer architects have tried to mitigate the performance
impact of this imbalance With small high-speed cache

tures And Compilation Techniques (PACT) (2001).) HoW

memories that store recently accessed data. This solution is
effective only if most of the data referenced by a program is

[0007] Dynamic optimiZation uses pro?le information

available in the cache. Unfortunately, many general-purpose
programs, Which use dynamic, pointer-based data structures,
often suffer from high cache miss rates, and therefore are

limited by memory system performance.
[0004] Due to the increasing processor-memory perfor
mance gap, memory system optimiZations have the potential

to signi?cantly improve program performance. One such
optimiZation involves prefetching data ahead of its use by
the program, Which has the potential of alleviating the

processor-memory performance gap by overlapping long
latency memory accesses With useful computation. Success

ful prefetching is accurate (i.e., correctly anticipates the data
objects that Will be accessed in the future) and timely
(fetching the data early enough so that it is available in the
cache When required). For example, T. MoWry, M. Lam and

A Gupta, “Design And Analysis Of A Compiler Algorithm
For Prefetching,” Architectural Support For Programming

Languages And Operating Systems (ASP-LOS) (1992)
describe an automatic prefetching technique for scienti?c
codes that access dense arrays in tightly nested loops, Which
relies on static compiler analyses to predict the program’s
data accesses and insert prefetch instructions at appropriate

program points. HoWever, the reference pattern of general
purpose programs, Which use dynamic, pointer-based data
structures, is much more complex, and the same techniques
do not apply.

Pro?les,” International Conference On Parallel Architec
ever, this olf-line static prefetching scheme may not be

appropriate for programs With distinct phase behavior.
from the current execution of a program to decide What and
hoW to optimiZe. This can provide an advantage over static
and even feedback-directed optimiZation, such as in the case

of the programs With distinct phase behavior. On the other
hand, dynamic optimiZation must be more concerned With

the pro?ling overhead, since the sloW-doWn from pro?ling
has to be recovered by the speed-up from optimiZation.
[0008]

One common Way to reduce the overhead of pro

?ling is through use of sampling: instead of recording all the
information that may be useful for optimiZation, sample a

small, but representative fraction of it. In a typical example,
sampling counts the frequency of individual events such as
calls or loads. (See, J. Anderson et al., “Continuous Pro?l

ing: Where Have All The Cycles Gone?,” ACM Transactions

On Computer Systems (TOCS) (1997).) Other dynamic
optimiZations exploit causality betWeen tWo or more events.

One example is prefetching With Markov-predictors using
pairs of data accesses. (See, D. Joseph and D. GrunWald,

“Prefetching Using Markov Predictors,” International Sym
posium On Computer Architecture (ISCA) (1997).) Some
recent transparent native code optimiZers focus on single

entry, multiple-exit code regions. (See, e.g., V. Bala, E.
DuesterWald and S. Banerjia, “Dynamo: A Transparent

Dynamic OptimiZation System,” Programming Languages
Design And Implementation (PLDI) (2000); and D. Deaver,
R. Gorton and N. Rubin, “Wiggins/Redstone: An On-Line

Program SpecialiZer,” Hot Chips (1999).) Another example

[0005] An alternative to static analyses for predicting data

provides cache-conscious data placement during genera

access patterns is to perform program data reference pro?l
ing. Recent research has shoWn that programs possess a
small number of “hot data streams,” Which are data refer
ence sequences that frequently repeat in the same order, and

tional garbage collection to lay out sequences of data

these account for around 90% of a program’s data references
and more than 80% of cache misses. (See, e.g., T. M.

T. Chilimbi and J. Larus, “Using Generational Garbage
Collection To Implement Cache-Conscious Data Place

Chilimbi, “Efficient Representations And Abstractions For

ment,” International Symposium On Memory Management

objects. (See, T. Chilimbi, B. Davidson and J. Larus,
“Cache-Conscious Structure De?nition,” Programming

Languages Design And Implementation (PLDI) (1999); and
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(ISMM) (1998).) However, for lack of low-overhead tem

SUMMARY

poral pro?lers, these systems usually employ event pro?lers.

[0016] Techniques described herein provide low-overhead

But, as Ball and Larus point out, event (node or edge)

temporal pro?ling and analysis, such as for use in dynamic

pro?ling may misidentify frequencies of event sequences.
(See, T. Ball and J. Larus, “E?icient Path Pro?ling,” Inter
national Symposium On Microarchitecture (MICRO)

(1996).)
[0009]

memory access optimiZation.

[0017] In accordance with one technique described herein,
temporal pro?ling of longer bursts in a program trace is

achieved by incorporating symmetric “checking code” and
The sequence of all events occurring during execu

“instrumented code” counters in a temporal pro?ling frame

tion of a program is generally referred to as the “trace.” A
“burst” on the other hand is a subsequence of the trace.

work employing non-instrumented (checking) code and

Arnold and Ryder present a framework that samples bursts.
(See, M. Arnold and B. Ryder, “A Framework For Reducing

work, the code of each procedure is duplicated. (Id., at FIG.
2.) Both versions of the code contain the original instruc

diately transitioning back to the checking code at a next
proximate check in the instrumented code as in the prior
Arnold-Ryder framework, a counter also is placed on checks
in the instrumented code. After transitioning to the instru
mented code, a count of plural checks in the instrumented
code is made before returning to the checking code. This

tions, but only one version is instrumented to also collect

permits the instrumented code to pro?le longer continuous

pro?le information. The other version only contains checks
at procedure entries and loop back-edges that decrement a
counter “nCheck,” which is initialiZed to “nCheckO.” Most
of the time, the (non-instrumented) checking code is

bursts sampled out of the program trace.

The Cost Of Instrumented Code,” Programming Languages
Design And Implementation (PLDI) (2001).) In their frame

executed. Only when the ncheck counter reaches Zero, a

instrumented code versions of a program. Rather than imme

[0018]

In accordance with further techniques, the over

head of temporal pro?ling is reduced by intelligently elimi
nating checks. In the prior Arnold-Ryder framework, checks

single intraprocedural acyclic path of the instrumented code

were placed at all procedure entries and loop back-edges in

is executed and ncheck is reset to nCheckO.

the code to ensure that the program can never loop or recurse

[0010] A limitation of the Arnold-Ryder framework is that
it stays in the instrumented code only for the time between
two checks. Since it has checks at every procedure entry and
loop back-edge, the framework captures a burst of only one

The techniques intelligently eliminate checks from proce
dure entries and loop back-edges. In one implementation,
the intelligent check elimination performs a static call graph
analysis of the program to determine where checks should

acyclic intraprocedural path’s worth of trace. In other words,

be placed on procedure entries to avoid unbounded execu

only the burst between the procedure entry check and a next
loop back-edge is captured. This limitation can fail to pro?le
many longer “hot data stream” bursts, and thus fail to
optimiZe such hot data streams. Consider for example the

tion without checking. Based on the call graph analysis, the
intelligent check elimination places checks at entries to root
procedures, procedures whose address is taken, and proce
dures with recursion from below. On the other hand, the
intelligent check elimination does not place checks on leaf
procedures (that call no other code in the program) in the call

code fragment:

[0011] for (i=0; i<n; i++)
[0012]

if( . . . ) f( );

for an unbounded amount of time without executing a check.

graph. Further, the intelligent check elimination eliminates
checks at loop back-edges of tight inner loops, and at
“k-boring loops” (loops with no calls and at most k pro?ling

[0013] else g( );

events of interest, since these are easy for a compiler to

Because the Arnold-Ryder framework ends burst pro?ling
at loop back-edges, the framework would be unable to
distinguish the traces fgfgfgfg and lflfgggg. For opti

miZing single-entry multiple-exit regions of programs,

statically optimiZe). Other techniques to reduce checks also
can be employed. This reduction in temporal pro?ling
overhead can make dynamic optimiZation practical for faster
executing programs (e.g., binary code), as well as improving

this pro?ling limitation may make the difference
between executing optimiZed code most of the time or

(J ITed) code and interpreted programs.

not.

[0014] Another limitation of the Arnold-Ryder framework
is that the overhead of the framework can still be too high

for dynamic optimization of machine executable code bina
ries. The Arnold-Ryder framework was implemented for a
Java virtual machine execution environment, where the
program is a set of Java class ?les. These Java programs

typically have a higher execution overhead, so that the
overhead of the instrumentation checks is smaller compared
to a relatively slow executing program. The overhead of the
Arnold-Ryder framework’s instrumentation checks may

make dynamic optimiZation with the framework impractical
in other settings for programs with lower execution over

head (such as statically compiled machine code programs).
[0015] A further problem is that the overhead of hot data
stream detection has been overly high for use in dynamic
optimiZation systems, such as the Arnold-Ryder framework.

ef?ciency of dynamic optimiZation of just-in-time compiled
[0019]

In accordance with another technique, an improved

hot data stream detection more quickly identi?es hot data
streams from pro?led bursts of a program, which can make

dynamic prefetching practical for dynamic optimization of
programs. In one implementation, the improved hot data
stream detection constructs a parse tree of the pro?led

bursts, then forms a Sequitur grammar from the parse tree.
The improved hot stream detection then traverses the gram
mar tree in reverse postorder numbering order. At each
grammar element, the improved hot stream detection calcu
lates a regularity magnitude or “heat” of the element based
on a length of the burst sequence represented by the element

multiplied by its number of “cold” uses (i.e., number of
times the element occurs in the complete parse tree, not
counting occurrences as sub-trees of another “hot” element).
The improved hot stream detection identi?es elements as
representing “hot data streams” if their heat exceeds a heat
threshold.
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[0020] Additional features and advantages of the inven
tion will be made apparent from the following detailed
description that proceeds with reference to the accompany

ing drawings.

technique are described in their particular application to a

dynamic optimization involving hot data stream prefetching
to optimize a program’s memory accesses. However, the
techniques can be applied in contexts other than the

described hot data stream prefetching dynamic optimization.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

FIG. 1 is a data ?ow diagram of a dynamic opti

1. Overview of Dynamic Optimizer

mizer utilizing a low overhead, long burst temporal pro?ling

[0035] With reference to FIG. 1, an exemplary dynamic
optimizer 100 utilizes techniques described more fully

framework and fast hot data stream detection to dynamically
optimize a program with dynamic hot data stream prefetch

herein below for low-overhead, long burst temporal pro?l

mg.

[0022]

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a program modi?ed

according to the prior Arnold-Ryder framework for burst

pro?ling.
[0023]

ing and fast hot data stream detection in a process of
dynamically optimizing a computer program. The exem

plary dynamic optimizer 120 includes a program editing tool
122 to build a program image 130 in accordance with a

low-overhead temporal pro?ling framework described

below, including inserting instrumentation and checking
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a program modi?ed

code for pro?ling long burst samples of a trace of the

according to an improved framework for longer burst pro

program’s execution. In the exemplary dynamic optimizer,

?ling in the dynamic optimizer of FIG. 1.

the program editing tool 122 inserts the instrumentation and

[0024]

FIG. 4 is a program code listing for a check to

checking code for the low-overhead temporal pro?ling

control transitions between checking and instrumented code
versions in the improved framework of FIG. 3 for longer

the program to be optimized, after compiling and linking by

burst pro?ling.
[0025] FIG. 5 is a call graph of an example program to be
modi?ed according to an improved framework for low

overhead burst pro?ling.
[0026]

FIG. 6 is an illustration of an analysis of the call

graph of FIG. 5 for modifying the example program accord
ing to the improved framework for low-overhead burst

pro?ling.
[0027] FIG. 7 is a data ?ow diagram illustrating process
ing for dynamic optimization of a program image in the

dynamic optimizer of FIG. 1.
[0028]

FIG. 8 is a timeline showing phases of the low

overhead, long burst temporal pro?ling by the dynamic
optimizer of FIG. 1.
[0029]

FIG. 9 is an illustration of grammar analysis of an

exemplary data reference sequence in bursts pro?led with

framework by editing an executable or binary version 115 of
a conventional compiler from the program’s source code
version. For example, the source code 105 of the program to
be optimized may be initially written by a programmer in a
high level programming language, such as C or C++. Such

program source code is then compiled using an appropriate
conventional compiler 110, such as a C/C++ compiler avail

able in the Microsoft® Visual Studio development platform,
to produce the machine-executable program binary 115. The
executable editing tool for the instrumentation insertion 122
can be the Vulcan executable editing tool for x86 computer
platform program binaries, which is described in detail by A.
Srivastava, A. Edwards, and H. Vo, “Vulcan: Binary Trans
formation In A Distributed Environment,” Technical Report
MSR-TR-200l-50, Microsoft Research (2001). This has the

advantage that the dynamic optimizer does not require
access to the source code, and can employed to optimize

programs where only an executable binary version is avail
able. In other embodiments, the pro?ling framework can be
built into the program image 130 as part of the process of

the low-overhead, long burst temporal pro?ling forming part

compiling the program from source code or an intermediate

of the processing by the dynamic optimizer shown in FIG.

language form, such as for use with programs written in
Java, or intermediate code representations for the Microsoft

7.

[0030]

FIG. 10 is a program code listing for fast hot data

stream detection in the processing by the dynamic optimizer

Net platform. In such other embodiments, the compiler that
inserts instrumentation and checks embodies the tool 122.

shown in FIG. 7.

[0036] The temporal pro?ling framework provided in the

[0031]

program image 130 produces pro?led burst data 135 repre
senting sampled bursts of the program’ s execution trace. The
exemplary dynamic optimizer 120 includes a hot data stream
analyzer 140 and hot stream prefetching code injection tool
142. The hot data stream analyzer 140 implements fast hot

FIG. 11 is an illustration of the fast hot data stream

detection performed according to the program code listing of
FIG. 10 on the grammar of the exemplary data reference
sequence from FIG. 9.

[0032]

FIG. 12 is a table listing results of the fast hot data

stream detection illustrated in FIG. 11.

[0033] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a suitable computing
device environment for devices in the network device archi
tecture of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

data stream detection described herein below that process

the pro?led burst data to identify “hot data streams,” which
are frequently recurring sequences of data accesses by the
program. The hot stream prefetching code injection tool 142
then dynamically modi?es the program image 130 to per
form prefetching so as to optimize cache utilization and data
accesses by the program, based on the identi?ed hot data
streams.

[0034] The following description is directed to techniques
for low-overhead, long burst temporal pro?ling and fast hot

2. Temporal Pro?ling Framework

data stream detection, which can be utilized in dynamic

[0037] The program image 130 (FIG. 1) is structured
according to a low-overhead, long burst temporal pro?ling

optimization of computer programs. More particularly, these
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framework 300 illustrated in FIG. 3, which is an improve

ment on the prior Arnold-Ryder framework 200 (FIG. 2).

phase counter (nInstr) to an initial value, nInstrO, and tran
sitions to the instrumented code 320 (statement 430). In

[0038] In the prior Arnold-Ryder framework 200, the code

to be much greater than that of the pro?ling phase counter

of each procedure from an original program version (e.g.,

original procedure 210 with code blocks 212-213) is dupli
cated. Both duplicate versions of the code in the framework
200 contain the original instructions, but only one version is
instrumented to also collect pro?le information (referred to
herein as the “instrumented code”220). The other version
(referred to herein as the “checking code”230) only contains
checks 240-241 at procedure entries and loop back-edges
that decrement a counter “nCheck,” which is initialiZed to

“nCheckO.” Most of the time, the (non-instrumented) check
ing code 230 is executed. Only when the nCheck counter
reaches Zero, a single intraprocedural acyclic path of the
instrumented code 220 is executed and nCheck is reset to

nCheckO. All back-edges 250 in the instrumented code 220
transition back to the checking code 230.

[0039] While executing in the instrumented code 220, the
Arnold-Ryder framework 200 pro?les a burst out of the
program execution trace, which begins at a check (e.g.,

general, the checking phase counter’s initial value is selected

(i.e., nInstrO<<nCheckO), which determines the sampling
rate of the framework (r=nInstrOI(nCheckO+nInstrO)).

[0046] While executing in the instrumented code, the
framework 300 decrements the pro?ling phase counter (nIn
str) at every check 340-341 (statement 440). The framework
300 continues to execute in the instrumented code (state
ment 450) as long as the value of the pro?ling phase counter
has not yet reached Zero. For example, from the entry and
back-edge checks 340-341, the framework 300 takes the
paths 370-371 to the instrumented code 320. When the

pro?ling phase counter reaches Zero, the framework again
initialiZes the checking phase counter to the initial value,
nCheckO, and returns to the checking code 330 (statement

460).
[0047] The check code 400 is structured so that in the
common case where the framework is executing in the

checking code and is to continue executing the checking

extends to the next check. In other words, the pro?ling

code (checking phase), the check consists of a decrement of
the checking phase counter and a conditional branch.

captures one intraprocedural acyclic path. The pro?le of the
program captured during execution of this path can be, for

[0048] Compared to the prior Arnold-Ryder framework
200, the improved framework 300 pro?les longer bursts of

procedure entry check 240 or back-edge check 241) and

example, the data accesses made by the program.

the program trace and provides more precise pro?les. For

[0040] Pro?ling Longer Bursts

example, consider the following code fragment:

[0041] The improved framework 300 extends the prior
Arnold-Ryder framework 200 (FIG. 2) so that pro?led bursts
can extend over multiple checks, possibly crossing proce

[0049] for (i=0; i<n; i++)
[0050]

if( . . . ) f();

dure boundaries. This way, the improved framework can

[0051] else g( );

obtain interprocedural, context-sensitive and ?ow-sensitive

In this example code fragment, the Arnold-Ryder frame

pro?ling information.

work returns to the checking code upon the back-edge

[0042] As in the Arnold-Ryder framework 200, the
improved framework 300 is structured to include duplicate
non-instrumented (“checking code”) 330 and instrumented

path from each execution of the procedures, f( ) and g(

code 320 versions of at least some original procedures 310
of the program. Further, checks 340-341 are placed at

trace, and would be unable to distinguish the traces,

procedure entry and loop back-edges.
[0043] The extension in the improved framework 300 adds
a second “pro?ling phase” counter (labeled “nInstr”) to
make execution ?ow in the instrumented code 320 symmet

ric with the checking code 330. Further, the loop back-edges

). Accordingly, the Arnold-Ryder framework pro?les
only on acyclic intraprocedural path of the program

fgfgfgfg and ?‘?‘gggg. The improved framework 300
pro?les longer bursts across procedure boundaries. In
the dynamic optimiZer 120 (FIG. 1), this can make a
difference between executing optimiZed code most of
the time or not.

[0052] Low-overhead Temporal Pro?ling

350 from the instrumented code 320 do not transition

[0053] For the dynamic optimization to effectively

directly back to the procedure entry as in the prior Amold
Ryder framework 200, but instead go to a back-edge check

enhance the performance of the program, the overhead

341.

relatively small compared to the overall program execution,
so that performance gains are achieved from dynamically
optimiZing the program. The overhead of the temporal
pro?ling framework can be particularly signi?cant in the
exemplary dynamic optimiZer 120 in which the program

[0044] The program logic or code 400 for the checks
340-341 is shown in FIG. 4. Initially, the value of the
checking phase counter (“nCheck”) is set to its initial value,

“nCheckO.” While in the checking code 400, the framework
300 decrements the checking phase counter (nCheck) (state

imposed by the temporal pro?ling framework desirably is

image 130 is built from editing an executable program

binary 115, to which the compiler 110 has already applied

ment 410) at every check 340-341. The framework 300
continues to execute in the checking code (statement 420) as
long as the value of the checking phase counter has not yet

many static optimizations. In such case, the overhead of the

reached Zero. For example, from the entry and back-edge
checks 340-341, the framework 300 takes the paths 360-361
to the checking code 330.

has checks at all procedure entries and loop back-edges to

prior Arnold-Ryder framework may be too high for effective

dynamic optimiZation. The prior Arnold-Ryder framework
insure that the program can never loop or recurse for an

unbounded amount of time without executing a check.

[0045] When the checking phase counter (nCheck)

Otherwise, sampling could miss too much pro?ling infor

reaches Zero, the framework 300 initialiZes the pro?ling

mation (when the program spends an unbounded amount of
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time in the checking code), or the overhead could become
too high (When the program spends an unbounded amount of
time in the instrumented code).

[0054] The loW-overhead temporal pro?ling framework
described herein decreases the overhead of the burst sam

pling by intelligently eliminating some checks (i.e., placing
checks at feWer than all procedure entries and loop back
edges), While still ensuring that the program does not spend
an unbounded amount of time Without executing a check.

[0055] Eliminating Checks at Procedure Entries

[0056] In the loW-overhead temporal pro?ling framework,
the instrumentation tool 122 places checks at an approxi
mated minimum set of procedure entries so that the program
cannot recurse for an unbounded amount of time Without

executing a check. The instrumentation tool 122 performs a

entry check placement. For this analysis, the tool 122 begins
With a breadth-?rst search of the call graph. The tool
calculates the distances (e. g., from 0 to 4 in this example) of

each procedure from the root procedure (main 510), and
determines that only the procedure check 530 has recursion
from beloW, since it is called from the procedure substitute
532 Which is further aWay from the root procedure main 510.
The tool 122 thus determines that for this example With call

graph 500, only the procedures main 510 and check 530
meet the above criteria for placing an entry check (i.e., the
above expression evaluates to the minimum set C={main,

check} for this call graph). Accordingly, by placing a check
on entry to every procedure in this minimum set C={main,
check}, the program cannot recurse inde?nitely Without

executing checks.

[0062] Eliminating Checks at Loop Back-Edges

static call graph analysis of the program 115 to determine
this approximate minimum set (C5N) of nodes in the

[0063] In the loW-overhead temporal pro?ling frameWork,

program’s call graph, such that every cycle in the call graph

the instrumentation tool 122 also places checks at feWer than

contains at least one node of the set.

[0057] In the dynamic optimiZer 120, the instrumentation
tool 122 selects this set (C5N) of procedures f at Which to

place procedure entry checks, according to the criteria
represented in the folloWing expression:

all loop back-edges in the program. In particular, the instru
mentation tool 122 eliminates checks for some tight inner

loops. This is because a dynamic optimiZer that comple
ments a static optimiZer may often ?nd the pro?ling infor
mation from tight inner loops to be of little interest because

static optimiZation excels at optimiZing such loops. At the
same time, checks at the back-edges of tight inner loops can

(isiroot (f) v addritaken (f) v recursionifromibelow (f ))

become extremely expensive (i.e., create excessive overhead
relative to potential optimiZation performance gain). With
the dynamic optimizer 100 that prefetches data into cache
memory based on hot data streams, loops that compare or

[0058]

In accordance With this criteria, the instrumentation

tool 122 does not place any check on any entry to a leaf

copy arrays preferably should not have checks. Such loops
typically are easy to optimiZe statically, the check on the
back-edge is almost as expensive as the loop body, and the

procedure (i.e., a procedure that calls nothing), since such

loop body contains too little Work to overlap With the

leaf procedures cannot be part of a recursive cycle. Other
Wise, the instrumentation tool 122 places a check on entries
to all root procedures (i.e., procedures that are only called

prefetch.

from outside the program), so as to ensure that execution

[0064] More particularly, the instrumentation tool 122
eliminates checks on loop back-edges of loops meeting a

starts in the correct version of the code. Also, the tool places
a check on entry to every procedure Whose address is taken,

loops are de?ned as loops With no calls and at most a number

“k-boring loops” criteria. According to this criteria, k-boring

since such procedures may be part of recursion With indirect

(k) of pro?ling events of interest. The instrumentation tool

calls. Further, the tool places a check on entry to every

122 does not instrument either version of the code of a

procedure With recursion from beloW. A procedure f has

k-boring loop, and does not place a check on its back-edge.
Since the loop is not included in the instrumented code 320
(FIG. 1) version, the program image 130 does not spend an
unbounded amount of time executing in instrumented code.
The program image may spend an unbounded amount of
time executing such a loop in uninstrumented code (check
ing code 330 of FIG. 1) Without executing a check. But, if
the k-boring loop hypothesis holds (i.e., there is little or no
gain from optimiZing such loops With hot data stream

recursion from beloW, iff it is called by g in the same
strongly connected component as f that is at least as far aWay
from the roots. The distance of a procedure f from the roots
is the minimum length of the shortest path from a root to f.

[0059]

The “recursion_from_beloW” heuristic in this cri

teria guarantees that there is no recursive cycle Without a
check and breaks the ties to determine Where in the cycle to

put the check (similarly to back-edges in loops). The tool
breaks ties so that checks are as far up in the call-stack as

prefetching), the dynamic optimiZer 120 does not miss

possible. This should reduce the number of dynamic checks.

interesting pro?ling information. Experiments have shoWn
that the quality of the pro?le actually improved When

[0060] For example, FIG. 5 illustrates a call graph 500 of
an exemplary program being structured by the tool 122

4-boring loops (i.e., k=4) in an experimental program image,

according to the loW-overhead temporal pro?ling frame
Work. In this call graph 500, the only root is procedure main
510, and the only leaf procedure is delete-digram 520. The
only non-trivial strongly connected component in the call

graph 500 is the component 650 (of procedures {check,

instrumenting of back-edge checks Were eliminated from

Where the quality of the pro?le is measured by the ability to
detect hot data streams. Accordingly, eliminating k-boring
loop from pro?ling helps focus sampling on more interesting
events (for optimiZing With hot data stream prefetching).

[0065] In alternative implementations, the instrumentation

match, substitute}530-532).

tool 122 may eliminate additional checks on loop back

[0061] FIG. 6 illustrates an analysis 600 of the call graph
500 by the tool 122 to determine the set of procedures for

edges. For example, the instrumentation tool may eliminate
back-edge checks from a loop that has only a small, ?xed
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number of iterations. Further, if a check is always executing
Within a loop body, the loop does not need a check on the

100 results in a sampling rate of pro?ling of 100/ l0000=l%
and a burst length of 100 dynamic checks. The time spent for

loop’s back-edge. In yet further alternative implementations,

one iteration of the checking and pro?ling phase (nCheckO+

the instrumentation tool 122 can combine the loop counter

nInstrO) is referred to as a burst period 850.

With the pro?ling phase counter; if the counters are linearly
related, the program image can execute checks for the loop
via a predicate on the loop counter, rather than updating the
pro?ling counter each iteration of the loop.
3. Hot Data Stream Prefetching

[0066]

With reference noW to FIG. 7, the temporal pro?l

ing 710 using the above-described loW-overhead, long burst
temporal pro?ling framework 300 (FIG. 3) is a ?rst phase in
an overall dynamic optimization process 700 based on hot

data stream pre-fetching. The dynamic optimization process
700 operates in three phasesipro?ling 710, analysis and
optimization 720, and hibernation 730. First, the pro?ling
phase collects (740) a temporal data reference pro?le 135
from a running program With loW-overhead, Which is

accomplished using the program image 130 (FIG. 1) struc
tured according to the improved temporal pro?ling frame
Work 300. As described in more detail beloW, a grammar

analysis using the Sequitur compression process 750 incre
mentally builds an online grammar representation 900 of the
traced data references.

[0067]

Once suf?cient data references have been traced,

pro?ling is turned off, and the analysis and optimization
phase 720 commences. First, a fast hot data stream detection

140 extracts hot data streams 760 from the Sequitur gram
mar representation 900. Then, a prefetching engine 142
builds a stream pre?x matching deterministic ?nite state
machine (DFSM) 770 for these hot data streams, and

dynamically injects checks at appropriate program points to
detect and prefetch these hot data streams in the program
image 130. This dynamic prefetching based on a DFSM is
described in more detail in DYNAMIC PREFETCHING OF
HOT DATA STREAMS, US. Pat. No. 7,058,936, issued on

Jun. 6, 2006, Which is hereby incorporated herein by refer
ence.

[0068] Finally, the process enters the hibernation phase
Where no pro?ling or analysis is performed, and the program
continues to execute (780) as optimized With the added
prefetch instructions. At the end of the hibernation phase, the
program image 130 is de-optimized (790) to remove the
inserted checks and prefetch instructions, and control returns

to the pro?ling phase 710. For long-running programs, this

pro?ling 710, analysis and optimization 720 and hibernate
730 cycle may repeat multiple times.
[0069]

FIG. 8 shoWs a timeline 800 for the three phase

pro?ling, analysis and optimization, and hibernation cycle
operation of the dynamic optimizer 100 (FIG. 1). As dis
cussed above, the loW-overhead, long burst temporal pro
?ling framework uses the checking phase and pro?ling
phase counters (nCheck, nInstr) to control its overhead and
sampling rate of pro?ling, by transitioning betWeen a check
ing phase 810 in Which the program image 130 (FIG. 1)
executes in its non-instrumented checking code 330 program

image 130 (FIG. 1) executes in its non-instrumented check
ing code 330 (FIG. 3) and a pro?ling phase 820 in Which it
executes in its instrumented code 320 (FIG. 3). The time
periods for these checking and pro?ling phase are param
eterized by the nCheckO and nInstrO counter initialization
values. For example, setting nCheckO to 9900 and nInstrO to

[0070] For dynamic optimization, the above-described
loW-overhead temporal pro?ling frameWork 300 (FIG. 3) is
further extended to alternate betWeen tWo additional phases,
aWake 830 and hibernating 840, Which are controlled via
tWo additional (aWake and hibernating) counters. The tem

poral pro?ling frameWork starts out in the aWake phase 830,
and continues operating in the aWake phase for a number

(nAWakeO) of burst-periods, yielding (nAWakeOxnInstrO)
checks (860) Worth of traced data references (or “bursts”).
Then, as described above and illustrated in FIG. 7, the

dynamic optimizer 100 performs the optimizations, and then
the pro?ler hibernates While the optimized program
executes. This is done by setting nCheckO to (nCheckO+
nInstrO—l) and nInstrO to l for the next nHibernateO burst
periods (Which causes the check code 400 in FIG. 4 to keep

the program image executing in the non-instrumented
checking code 330), Where nHibernateO is much greater than
nAWakeO. When the hibernating phase 840 is over, the

pro?ling frameWork is “Woken up” by resetting nCheckO and
nInstrO to their original values.

[0071] While the pro?ling frameWork is hibernating, the
program image traces next to no data references and hence

incurs only the basic overhead of executing the checks 400
(FIG. 4). With the values of nCheckO and nInstrO set as
described above during hibernation, the burst-periods cor
respond to the same time (in executed checks 860) in both
aWake and hibernating phases. This facilitates control over

the relative length of the aWake and hibernating phases by
appropriately setting the initial value parameters nAWakeO
and nHibernateO of the aWake and hibernating counters
relative to each other.

[0072]

Fast Hot Data Stream Detection

[0073] When the temporal pro?ling frameWork 300
executes in the instrumented code 320 (FIG. 3), the temporal
pro?ling instrumentation produces data reference bursts or
temporal data reference sequences 135 (FIGS. 1 and 7). A
data reference r is a load or store operation on a particular

address, represented in the exemplary dynamic optimizer
120 as a data pair (r.pc, r.addr). The “pc” value (i.e., r.pc), is
the value of the program counter, Which indicates the
address in the executing program of the data load or store

instruction being executed. The “addr” value (i.e., r.addr), is
the memory location accessed by the load or store operation.
The pro?led burst is a temporal sequence or stream of these
data references.

[0074] During the pro?ling phase 710 (FIG. 7) as dis
cussed above, this data reference sequence is incrementally
processed into a compressed “Sequitur” grammar represen

tation 900 using the Sequitur grammar analysis processing,
as described in T. M. Chilimbi, “Efficient Representations

And Abstractions For Quantifying And Exploiting Data
Reference Locality,” Proceedings Of The ACM SIGPLAN
’01 Conference On Programming Language Design And
Implementation (June 2001). FIG. 9 illustrates an example
of a grammar 900 produced from an input data reference

sequence (input string 910). The grammar 900 represents a
hierarchical structure (a directed acyclic graph 920) of the
data references.

